Status of FCP Revision 003

- Technical changes
  
  Bit assignments of SCSI Command Sequence modified to match SDP definitions

  Reset function installed

  Bit assignments of Transfer Ready Sequence modified to match FC-PH proposal

  SCSI Link Control frames defined including:
    
    Enable/Disable Transfer Ready

    Identify

    Allowable sequences modified to accept optional operation with Transfer Ready disabled. Default is Transfer Ready Enabled

- Nontechnical changes

  Corrected Editorial Style to X3T9.2 requirements
Remaining Concerns

- Possible Modifications of FC-PH
  
  Creation of required leading fields for Entity Address, Transfer Ready, and Generic Status. Presently, all installed except Generic Status. Will be installed when FC-PH is updated.

- Definition of Reset
  
  Requires additional details to indicate full Reset function.

- Definition of queue management set boundaries
  
  May require additional words for clarification. Queue Almost Full not presently a required function.

- Open Boot Compliance (P1275)
  
  Definition of Open Boot parameters is required. May require definition of FC-PH boot management interface.